
Course Outline:
Canonical Methods in Modern Physics

Instructor: Dr. Sean Gryb (email: sean.gryb@gmail.com)

Third Quarter: 01 Feb – 25 March, 2016

Abstract
From coordinate independence in General Relativity to the gauge principle of the

Standard Model, the most fundamental theories of physics have at their core some
notion of redundancy. These important redundancies show up formally as constraints
on phase space. In this Masters level course, we will give an introduction to canonical
methods, which represent our best tools for dealing with and understanding these kinds
of redundancies. We will first study both the conceptual and mathematical origins of
the basic problem, then use a series of physically important examples — including sim-
ple mechanical systems and field theories — to illustrate the key techniques in action.
This will teach us how to formally treat such system using a quantum formalism. If
time permits, a selection of advanced topics are also possible including a study of the
constraint structure of General Relativity.

Course Meta-data

• Course Id: NWI-NM105 – Masters

• Credits: 3 ec

• Scheduled:

– Lectures: 13.30 – 15.30 (block 3) on Thursdays. Location: HG02.802 (regular),
HG03.085 (March 10).

– Exercise classes: 10.30 – 12.30 (block 2) on Fridays. Location: HG02.802 (regular),
HG00.065 (Feb 19), HG03.085 (March 25).

• Evaluation: Written Exam

Teaching Methods

• 16 hours of lecture (one 2 hour block per week with 15 mins break).

• 16 hours of problem solving sessions (one 2 hour exercise class per week).

• 44 hours of individual study period.
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Pre-Requisites

Bachelor courses on

• Tensors and Applications, and

• General Relativity Theory.

Objectives

• Become familiar with the conceptual and technical origins of gauge symmetries in
physics.

• Develop formal techniques for dealing with gauge symmetries, including understanding
the link between gauge symmetries and canonical constraints.

• Construct the geometric structure of phase space and perform reduction.

• Apply these formal techniques to simple mechanical systems and field theories.

• Use canonical methods to develop quantization methods for gauge theories.

Literature

• P. Dirac. Lectures on Quantum Mechanics. Dover, 1964.

• M. Henneaux and C. Teitelboim. Quantization of Gauge Systems. Princeton University
Press, 1994.

• K. Sundermeyer. Constrained Dynamics. Springer, 1982.

Course Topics

• Conceptual Foundations:

– Leibniz and the meaning of symmetry

– Redundancy and Poincaré’s Principle

• Formal/Mathematical Foundations:

– Under-determination in: i) the initial value problem, ii) Lagrangians (Rank of
Hessian), iii) Hamiltonian (invertibility of Legendre transform).

– The geometry of phase space, including: i) Fist Class constraints, ii) gauge fixing,
iii) Second Class constraints.

– The Dirac algorithm
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• Examples:

– Simple finite dimensional models (Barbour–Bertotti theory and Absolute Space)

– Gauge covariant derivatives and linear constraints

– The Maxwell field (coupled to a scalar field)

• Quantization Techniques:

– Reduction

– Dirac’s approach

– The Fadedev–Popov determinant

• Advanced Topics (time permitting):

Gravity, including:

– basic formalism,

– 3 + 1 decomposition,

– diffeomorphism constraint and

– Hamiltonian constraint.
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